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Investment Research — General Market Conditions 

Market Movers 

 Focus today will turn to the Eurogroup meeting where Greece is in focus as the

economic data calendar is relatively thin. Sunday evening the Greek parliament

approved the ‘first review bill’ including both the contingent mechanism and

privatisation fund. According to media reports the Eurogroup is likely to approve the

first review today, which would also allow Greece to negotiate the terms of its

obligations.

 A couple of prominent ECB members are scheduled to speak during the week and

today markets will look for comments from chief economist Peter Praet. Praet is

usually very dovish but at the end of April he said ‘deploying negative rates again in

the future would require a distinct worsening of the inflation outlook’ and we expect

Praet to stick to the ECB’s current patient view where it waits to see the impact of the

measures announced in March.

 We expect the German ZEW investor expectations to weaken slightly in May as

financial sentiment is less optimistic than in April. Looking beyond the UK

referendum (our base case is that the UK votes to stay in the EU) we expect

uncertainty will fade considerably. This – together with very low costs of borrowing,

stronger foreign demand and considerable pent-up demand within investments –

should result in a re-acceleration in investment growth.

 The central banks in Turkey and Hungary will announce rate decisions. Markets

generally expect unchanged Turkish rates and a Hungarian cut.

Selected Market News 

In a light data calendar markets look for Fed communication and guidance on when to 

expect the next Fed hike. Last week’s minutes from the April meeting were clearly more 

hawkish-than-expected but also revealed a much divided FOMC committee (see here). In 

this respect recent hawkish comments from Dudley and Rosengren – who are usually 

considered to be among the more dovish voting members – have clearly underscored the 

market re-pricing of Fed monetary policy. Yesterday, Bullard (voter, hawkish) partly 

countered some of the comments by expressing concerns about US growth but also said 

that he does not expect the UK/EU referendum to influence the June decision. Markets 

are now pricing a roughly 50% probability of a June or July hike. 

Yesterday, the US PMI manufacturing disappointed market expectations by dropping 

slightly. Together with the regional surveys, it suggests that we should see a falling ISM 

manufacturing next week, highlighting that the US manufacturing sectors is still not out 

of the woods. We expect the US manufacturing sector to gain steam in Q4. 

Overnight, Reserve Bank of Australia governor Stevens defended the ‘Aussie’ inflation 

target but reiterated worries of low inflation. AUD/USD broke lower on his comments.  

In Austria, the Green Party backed politician Van der Bellen has won the presidential 

election in a historically close race against Hofer from the far-right Freedom Party. 

Selected readings from Danske Bank 

Weekly Focus – Waiting for a signal

IMM Positioning Update – largest 

weekly bullish oil build since 2008

Brexit Monitor #4
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Scandi Markets 

In Sweden the labour market report for April is released at 09:30 CEST. After having 

declined steadily since early 2013, unemployment has got stuck close to 7% in more 

recent months. We expect unemployment (s.a) to hold steady at 7.2% in April too. Other 

labour market data, however, continue to perform well. Employment has continued to 

increase at a pace of around 1.5% y/y and we expect this to remain to be the case near 

term. 

Fixed Income Markets 

Focus today will turn to the Eurogroup meeting where Greece is in focus as there is 

little data of interest in the calendar. Over the weekend the Greek parliament approved the 

‘first review bill’ including both the contingent mechanism and privatisation fund. 

According to media reports the Eurogroup is likely to approve the first review today but 

as always the devil will be in the details. It could be that disbursement (9-11bn) will come 

in tranches and let us see if there are obstacles that will prevent QE inclusion. It is very 

unlikely that a solution to the OSI will be reached at this stage – but some guidance on 

what to expect could be released. Could it really be that we for once do not have to focus 

on Greece this summer? Greek assets have rallied strongly with the 10Y performing 

150bp since the beginning of the month.  

We had a calm start to the week with yesterday’s 3bn EFSF deal being the most 

interesting. Core markets weakened slightly yesterday, possibly on the back of supply. 

Top performer was Portugal where ‘no supply’ week supported the market yesterday. 

FX Markets 

In a data calendar with few major releases, FX markets remain driven by (1) UK/EU 

referendum related news flow and (2) Fed communication driving the USD and indirectly 

commodity markets and commodity currencies.  

We still look for some more short-term EUR/USD downside on cleaner positioning and 

the cyclical picture favouring the US. While our 1M forecast for EUR/USD is 1.12, risks 

remain skewed towards a somewhat larger drop going into the final month ahead of the 

UK/EU referendum. Importantly, we still expect the cross to head higher towards 1.18 on 

a 12M horizon on flows and valuation. 

In the Scandies, we do not expect today’s labour market report out of Sweden to be a 

major market mover for the SEK and we still look for a lower EUR/SEK over the coming 

months on a SEK favourable macro backdrop. In terms of EUR/NOK, the cross will 

remain driven by the oil price ahead of Thursday’s important oil investment survey out of 

Norway. Overall we still think short-term risks remain skewed to the upside for 

EUR/NOK. Finally, we expect the DKK to remain well supported with EUR/DKK 

trading just below our 1-12M forecasts of 7.4375. 
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Key figures and events 

Tuesday, May 24, 2016 Period Danske Bank Consensus Previous

0:30 USD Fed's Harker (non-voter, hawkish) speaks 

8:00 CHF Trade balance CHF bn Apr 2.16

8:00 DEM GDP, final q/q|y/y 1st quarter 0.7%|1.6% 0.7%|1.6% 0.7%|1.6%

8:00 DEM Private consumption q/q 1st quarter 0.5% 0.3%

8:00 DEM Government consumption q/q 1st quarter 0.8% 1.0%

8:00 DEM Gross fixed investments q/q 1st quarter 1.8% 1.5%

8:45 FRF Business confidence Index May 102.0 101.0

9:00 EUR ECB's Praet speaks in Paris

9:30 SEK Unemployment (n.s.a.|s.a.|trend) % Apr 7.8%|7.2%|7.1%7.6%|7.1%|… 7.7%|7.2%|7.1%

11:00 DEM ZEW current situation Index May 47.5 49.3 47.7

11:00 DEM ZEW expectations Index May 10.0 12.0 11.2

11:05 SEK Riksbank's Ingves: Riksbank's view of the current economic situation and monetary policy challenge

13:00 TRY Central Bank of Turkey rate decision % 7.50% 7.50% 7.50%

14:00 HUF Central Bank of Hungary rate decision % 1.05% 0.90% 1.05%

15:00 EUR Eurogroup meeting in Brussels

16:00 USD New home sales 1000 (m/m) Apr 520 511.0 (-1.5%)  
Source: Bloomberg, Danske Bank Markets 
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Disclosure 
This research report has been prepared by Danske Bank Markets, a division of Danske Bank A/S (‘Danske 

Bank’).  

Analyst certification 

Each research analyst responsible for the content of this research report certifies that the views expressed in the 

research report accurately reflect the research analyst’s personal view about the financial instruments and issuers 

covered by the research report. Each responsible research analyst further certifies that no part of the compensation 

of the research analyst was, is or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations expressed 

in the research report. 

Regulation 

Danske Bank is authorised and subject to regulation by the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority and is subject 

to the rules and regulation of the relevant regulators in all other jurisdictions where it conducts business. Danske 

Bank is subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority 

(UK). Details on the extent of the regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation 

Authority are available from Danske Bank on request.. 

The research reports of Danske Bank are prepared in accordance with the Danish Society of Financial Analysts’ 

rules of ethics and the recommendations of the Danish Securities Dealers Association. 

Conflicts of interest 

Danske Bank has established procedures to prevent conflicts of interest and to ensure the provision of high-

quality research based on research objectivity and independence. These procedures are documented in Danske 

Bank’s research policies. Employees within Danske Bank’s Research Departments have been instructed that any 

request that might impair the objectivity and independence of research shall be referred to Research Management 

and the Compliance Department. Danske Bank’s Research Departments are organised independently from and do 

not report to other business areas within Danske Bank. 

Research analysts are remunerated in part based on the overall profitability of Danske Bank, which includes 

investment banking revenues, but do not receive bonuses or other remuneration linked to specific corporate 

finance or debt capital transactions. 

Financial models and/or methodology used in this research report 

Calculations and presentations in this research report are based on standard econometric tools and methodology 

as well as publicly available statistics for each individual security, issuer and/or country. Documentation can be 

obtained from the authors upon request. 

Risk warning 

Major risks connected with recommendations or opinions in this research report, including as sensitivity analysis 

of relevant assumptions, are stated throughout the text. 

Expected updates 

Danske Daily is updated on a daily basis. 

First date of publication 

Please see the front page of this research report for the first date of publication. Price-related data is calculated 

using the closing price from the day before publication. 
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General disclaimer 
This research has been prepared by Danske Bank Markets (a division of Danske Bank A/S). It is provided for 

informational purposes only. It does not constitute or form part of, and shall under no circumstances be 

considered as, an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase or sell any relevant financial instruments 

(i.e. financial instruments mentioned herein or other financial instruments of any issuer mentioned herein and/or 

options, warrants, rights or other interests with respect to any such financial instruments) (‘Relevant Financial 

Instruments’). 

The research report has been prepared independently and solely on the basis of publicly available information that 

Danske Bank considers to be reliable. While reasonable care has been taken to ensure that its contents are not 

untrue or misleading, no representation is made as to its accuracy or completeness and Danske Bank, its affiliates 

and subsidiaries accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss, including without limitation 

any loss of profits, arising from reliance on this research report. 

The opinions expressed herein are the opinions of the research analysts responsible for the research report and 

reflect their judgement as of the date hereof. These opinions are subject to change, and Danske Bank does not 

undertake to notify any recipient of this research report of any such change nor of any other changes related to the 

information provided in this research report.  

This research report is not intended for, and may not be redistributed to, retail customers in the United Kingdom or 

the United States. 

This research report is protected by copyright and is intended solely for the designated addressee. It may not be 

reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, by any recipient for any purpose without Danske Bank’s prior 

written consent. 

 

Disclaimer related to distribution in the United States 

This research report was created by Danske Bank A/S and is distributed in the United States by Danske Markets 

Inc., a U.S. registered broker-dealer and subsidiary of Danske Bank A/S, pursuant to SEC Rule 15a-6 and related 

interpretations issued by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The research report is intended for 

distribution in the United States solely to "U.S. institutional investors" as defined in SEC Rule 15a-6. Danske 

Markets Inc. accepts responsibility for this research report in connection with distribution in the United States 

solely to “U.S. institutional investors”.   

Danske Bank is not subject to U.S. rules with regard to the preparation of research reports and the independence 

of research analysts. In addition, the research analysts of Danske Bank who have prepared this research report are 

not registered or qualified as research analysts with the NYSE or FINRA, but satisfy the applicable requirements 

of a non-U.S. jurisdiction. 

Any U.S. investor recipient of this research report who wishes to purchase or sell any Relevant Financial 

Instrument may do so only by contacting Danske Markets Inc. directly and should be aware that investing in non-

U.S. financial instruments may entail certain risks. Financial instruments of non-U.S. issuers may not be 

registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and may not be subject to the reporting and 

auditing standards of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. 

 


